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[NOTE – This article was first published in the November 2005 issue of the Pale, the Newsletter of the Midrealm.]

On Turkeys and Great Birds
by THL Johnnae llyn Lewis, CE

	It’s November, and every newspaper and many television programs will soon turn its attention to the bird that makes it Thanksgiving in America. That is, of course, the turkey. The USDA estimates that 264 million turkeys were raised in the USA in 2004. That’s almost one bird for every person in the country.

	The question arises often as to how appropriate turkeys are for serving at Society feasts. While some advocate banning turkeys from our tables, there is no question that turkeys were eaten at feasts in the 16th century. Spain was recording that the birds were being imported there as early as 1511 from the newly discovered lands of the Americas. We are in luck this year as Sabine Eiche’s wonderful new book Presenting the Turkey has at last made its way to the United States. Sabine does a marvelous job of tying together the culinary history of the turkey with its early 16th century appearances in literature and the arts. The book includes sculptures, woodcuts, tapestries, frescos, and manuscript illustrations that feature turkeys. The Antique Collectors' Club is distributing the book in the US, so no longer does a person have import the book directly from Italy in order to see a copy.

	For pre-1500 medieval feasts the turkey is often used to replace the “great” birds of old that are no longer available. The best examination of these birds may be found in Joop Witteveen’s series in Petits Propos Culinaires. These great birds (cranes, herons, swans) are not generally available to be served these days. The fourth of Witteveen’s great birds, the peacock, is only occasionally served as a subtlety at Society feasts today. Truth in advertising dictates that Society feasts should state that turkey is being served and not try to list “swan or crane” on the menu and then serve turkey. Turkey is turkey, and it’s appropriate.
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For circa 1580 turkey recipes by Marxen Rumpolt and a woodcut of a turkey, see Mistress Gwencat’s pages at: http://clem.mscd.edu/~grasse/GK_ASsp99_turkeypix.htm
http://www.nass.usda.gov/mn/tkrsd05.pdf
http://www.newfarm.org/books/reviews/jan05/turkey.shtml
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